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AbstractÐIn order to reveal the e�ects of grain boundaries (GBs), the cyclic deformation behavior of a
copper columnar crystal containing low-angle GBs, a really grown copper bicrystal RB and a combined
bicrystal CB was investigated. The results show that the cyclic stress±strain curve (CSSC) of the copper
columnar crystal exhibited a plateau region with saturation resolved shear stress of about 29 MPa over a
plastic resolved shear strain range from 6.5�10ÿ4 to 4.7� 10ÿ3. The electron channeling contrast technique
in scanning electron microscopy (SEM-ECC) was applied to observe the cyclically saturated dislocation
structures and persistent slip bands (PSBs). In combining the CSSC with the associated saturation dislo-
cation arrangements, it is seen that the strengthening e�ect of low-angle GBs is very limited. Meanwhile,
the CSSC of the combined bicrystal CB was also found to exhibit a plateau region with the saturation
resolved shear stress in the range of 29±30 MPa at the plastic resolved shear strain range from 9�10ÿ4 to
5.58� 10ÿ3. However, the bicrystal RB did not display a plateau in its CSSC, and its saturation stress
increased with increasing strain amplitude. Surface observations revealed a GB a�ected zone (GBAZ) with
additional slip near the GB in the bicrystal RB. The width WGB and the volume fraction VGB of the
GBAZ increased with increasing strain amplitude. By comparing the CSSCs of the copper bicrystal CB
and RB as well as �135�==�135�, �135�==�235� and �235�==�235� copper bicrystals, the e�ects of large-angle
and low-angle GBs on cyclic deformation behavior were discussed. A GB strengthening model was pro-
posed by introducing a GB resistance ��B

as to PSBs and the mean stress �GB
as in the GBAZ. # 1998 Acta

Metallurgica Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that the ¯ow stress of a

polycrystal is greater than that of a single crystal

and multiple slip often occurs at the early stage of

plastic deformation in a polycrystal due to the pre-

sence of grain boundaries (GBs). Each grain in a

polycrystal has its own stress±strain characteristic,

however, the stress±strain response of the whole

polycrystal is not a simple ``average'' over all the

grains. The reason is that the grains do not deform

independently owing to the e�ect of GBs. During

the past decades, to clarify the e�ect of GBs on

plastic deformation, di�erent kinds of bicrystals,

such as aluminum [1±6], Fe-alloys [7±9] and

brass [10±12], have been widely employed. It was

found that a GB had a strengthening e�ect on

bicrystals and there was a GB a�ected zone

(GBAZ) in the vicinity of a GB [3±6, 10±14]. The

strengthening e�ect of a GB on a bicrystal was as-

sociated with GB properties and component crystal

orientations [5, 6]. However, there has been no

quantitative expression about the e�ect of GBs on

bicrystals yet. Essentially, GB strengthening is as-

sociated with the resistance of the GB to slip bands.

However, the GB on a bicrystal did not show a
remarkable e�ect under monotonic plastic defor-

mation conditions [3±6], it is expected that the GB
will play a relatively striking role on the bicrystal
during cyclic deformation. Meanwhile, GBs in poly-

crystals are often classi®ed into large-angle and
low-angle types. In this paper, the e�ects of both
low-angle and large-angle GBs will be quantitatively

discussed on the cyclic deformation behavior by
introducing orientation factors (OB and OM) in
order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
the cyclic plastic deformation mechanism in a poly-

crystal.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To investigate the e�ects of large-angle and low-

angle GBs on cyclic deformation behavior, two
kinds of copper crystals were prepared. Firstly, a
columnar crystal containing some low-angle GBs

was grown from OFHC copper of 99.999% purity
by the Bridgman method in a horizontal furnace.
Fatigue specimens containing some low-angle GBs

basically parallel to the stress axis were prepared
from the as-grown columnar crystal plate, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Secondly, a bicrystal plate of size
200�50�10 mm3 was grown from OFHC copper
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of 99.999% purity by the Bridgman method in a

horizontal furnace. The GB in the bicrystal plate is

of a large-angle type and along the growing direc-

tion. In order to reveal the e�ect resulting purely

from the large-angle GB on cyclic deformation

behavior, two kinds of bicrystal fatigue specimens

were designed. The fatigue specimen in Fig. 1(b) is

made of a really grown bicrystal RB with a GB

parallel to the stress axis. The fatigue specimen in

Fig. 1(c) is a combined bicrystal CB obtained by

sticking two individual single crystals G1 and G2

together at the grip parts, which were separated

from the same grown bicrystal plate as the bicrystal

RB. Clearly, there is no GB in the gauge portion of

the bicrystal specimen CB.

The crystallographic orientations of these speci-

mens were determined by the Laue back re¯ection

technique. The stress axis orientation of the colum-

nar crystal specimen was �123� on average. The low-

angle GBs in the columnar crystal specimen were

closely parallel to the stress axis, and the misorien-

tation between adjacent grains was in the range of

about 58. The stress axis orientations of two com-

ponent crystals in the bicrystal RB and CB were

determined to be G1�679� and G2�145�, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2, all the crystals are oriented for

single slip. Before cyclic deformation, all the fatigue

specimens were electro-polished carefully for surface

observation. Symmetrical push±pull tests were per-

formed on a Shimadzu servo-hydraulic testing ma-

chine under strain control at room temperature in

air. A triangle wave with a frequency of 0.3 Hz was

used. Peak loads in both tension and compression,

and hysteresis loops were recorded by computer

automatically. After cyclic deformation into satur-
ation, the specimen surfaces were observed by opti-
cal microscopy (OM), especially in the vicinity of a

GB. Meanwhile, those columnar crystal specimens
were polished to observe dislocation patterns within
grains and in the vicinity of low-angle GBs or

polished and recycled to observe the plastic strain
localization by the electron channeling contrast
technique in scanning electron microscopy (SEM-

ECC) as reported in the literature [15±17].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Cyclic stress±strain response of the copper

columnar crystal

All the columnar crystal specimens exhibited in-

itial cyclic hardening and saturation behavior under
the imposed plastic strain amplitudes. The cyclic
axial saturation stress varied slightly in the range of

62±63 MPa under the axial plastic strain range
from 3.0�10ÿ4 to 2.3� 10ÿ3 as listed in Table 1.
The Schmid factor 0.467 of the �123� orientation

Fig. 1. Fatigue specimens of copper columnar crystal and copper bicrystal RB and CB: (a) the copper
columnar crystal; (b) the really grown bicrystal RB; (c) the combined bicrystal CB.

Fig. 2. Crystal orientations in a stereographic triangle in
copper columnar crystal and copper bicrystals.
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was used to calculate the saturation resolved shear

stress and plastic resolved shear strain since the mis-
orientation between the adjacent grains was very
small (as discussed in the following section). The

CSSCs of the copper columnar crystal and the
single crystal oriented for single slip [18] are shown
in Fig. 3 for comparison. It can be seen that there
also exists a plateau region in the CSSC of the cop-

per columnar crystal in the plastic resolved shear
strain range from 6.5�10ÿ4 to 4.7�10ÿ3. The
plateau saturation resolved shear stress was about

29.1±29.5 MPa, basically equal to that (28±30 MPa)
of the single-slip-oriented copper monocrystal
[18±20].

3.2. Interactions of PSBs and dislocation walls with
low-angle GB

The SEM-ECC technique was employed to reveal
the interaction of PSBs with low-angle GBs in the

columnar crystal. After cyclic saturation, the speci-
men was electro-polished and recycled. Figure 4(a)
and (b) show the plastic strain localization in PSBs

and the interaction of PSBs with low-angle GBs. It
is consistent with the two-phase model observed in
copper single crystals [21, 22]. As the plastic strain
amplitude was increased, the volume fraction of

PSBs was increased. At a relatively high plastic
resolved shear strain amplitude of 4.7� 10ÿ3,
dislocation wall structures with a channel width of

1.5±1.7 mm were observed, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
Moreover, there was no secondary slip in the
vicinity of low-angle GBs. As clearly seen in

Fig. 4(a)±(c), all the PSBs and dislocation walls can

transfer through the low-angle GBs continuously.

This result is di�erent from that observed in the
vicinity of large-angle GBs where additional slip

systems are often activated [3±6, 14].

Large-angle GBs are often considered as an im-

portant factor to strengthen polycrystalline ma-
terials, and the stress±strain incompatibility at GBs

has been discussed extensively [14]. However, the

e�ect of low-angle GBs on cyclic deformation beha-
vior has been seldom reported. From the results

above, it is reasonable to conclude that the stress
and strain must be compatible at low-angle GBs.

The additional resistance of low-angle GBs to PSBs

Table 1. The cyclic stress±strain response of the columnar crystal

Specimen
No.

T1 T2 T3 T4

epl (10
ÿ3) 0.3 0.8 1.6 2.3

gpl (10
ÿ3) 0.65 1.7 3.4 4.7

sas (MPa) 62.1 62.5 63.0 62.7
tas (MPa) 29.1 29.3 29.5 29.4

epl, axial plastic strain amplitude; gpl, plastic resolved shear
strain amplitude; sas, axial saturation stress; tas, saturation
resolved shear stress.

Fig. 3. CSSCs of copper columnar crystal and copper
single crystal [18].

Fig. 4. Plastic strain localization in PSBs and saturation
dislocation patterns in the vicinity of low-angle GBs in
copper columnar crystal. The copper columnar crystal
cycled at plastic resolved shear strain of 1.7� 10ÿ3 for 104

cycles: (a) low magni®cation; (b) high magni®cation. The
copper columnar crystal cycled at plastic resolved shear
strain of 4.7� 10ÿ3 for 5�103 cycles: (c) dislocation walls

in the vicinity of low-angle GBs.
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can be negligible. Consequently, the CSSC of the
columnar crystal showed a plateau region with the

saturation resolved shear stress of 29.1±29.5 MPa
similar to the single-slip oriented copper single
crystal.

3.3. Cyclic stress±strain responses of copper bicrystal
CB and RB

Both bicrystal CB and RB exhibited initial cyclic
hardening and saturation behavior at the applied
strain amplitudes. Their axial saturation stresses sas
and axial saturation plastic strain amplitudes epl at
di�erent strain amplitudes are listed in Table 2. The
curves of axial saturation stress amplitude vs axial

saturation plastic strain amplitude of the bicrystals
CB and RB are shown in Fig. 5(a). It can be seen

that the CSSC of the combined bicrystal CB
showed a plateau region with the axial saturation

stress in the range of 73.6±75 MPa at an axial plas-
tic strain range of 3.6�10ÿ4±2.23�10ÿ3. However,
the axial saturation stress of the bicrystal RB was

obviously higher than that of the combined bicrys-
tal CB and increased with increasing strain ampli-
tude.

The saturation resolved shear stresses tas and the
plastic resolved shear strains gpl of the bicrystal CB
and RB can be calculated by introducing an orien-

tation factor (OB=0.40) of the bicrystal in the fol-
lowing section. For the combined bicrystal CB

tCBas � sCBas OB, gCBpl � eCBpl =OB: �1�
And, for the really grown bicrystal RB

tRB
as � sRB

as OB, gRB
pl � eRB

pl =OB: �2�
As shown in Fig. 5(b), the plateau saturation

resolved shear stress (29±30 MPa) of the combined
bicrystal CB was basically equal to that (28±
30 MPa) of the copper single crystal oriented for
single slip [18±20]. However, the really grown

bicrystal RB exhibited a higher saturation resolved
shear stress than the combined bicrystal CB and did
not show a plateau region in its CSSC. This di�er-

ence in saturation stresses is believed to be purely
due to the e�ect of large-angle GB and will be dis-
cussed in the following section.

3.4. Surface slip morphology in the bicrystal CB and

RB

Surface observations by optical microscopy
revealed that only the primary slip system B4

�111��101� was activated within component crystals
(G1,G2) of the combined bicrystal (CB) under all
the applied strain amplitudes. It is clear that the

cyclic plastic strains of the combined bicrystal CB
were carried by the primary slip bands within two
component crystals (G1,G2). However, the second-

ary slip besides the primary slip was observed
within the component crystal G2 near the GB in
the bicrystal RB, as shown in Fig. 6(a)±(d). The pri-

mary slip lines were regularly modulated by the sec-
ondary slip lines and no other slip systems were
involved. The primary slip lines and secondary slip
lines emerged alternately in the GBAZ to form a

Table 2. The cyclic stress±strain responses of the copper bicrystals CB and RB

ea (10
ÿ3) epl (10

ÿ3) sas (MPa) gpl (10
ÿ3) tas (MPa)

CB 1.0 0.36 73.6 0.90 29.4
1.5 0.84 74.0 2.10 29.6
2.0 1.34 74.5 3.35 29.8
2.5 1.82 74.8 4.55 29.9
3.0 2.23 75.0 5.58 30.0

RB 1.0 0.35 78.5 0.88 31.4
1.5 0.83 80.2 2.08 32.1
2.0 1.32 81.8 3.30 32.7
2.5 1.81 83.5 4.53 33.3
3.0 2.20 84.8 5.50 34.0

Fig. 5. CSSCs of the combined bicrystal CB and the really
grown bicrystal RB: (a) the curves of axial saturation
stress vs axial plastic strain; (b) the curves of saturation

resolved shear stress vs plastic resolved shear strain.
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cross-weaved structure, which was similar to the
deformation bands (DBs) in appearance. This

phenomenon should be associated with the serious
stress±strain incompatibility at GB. The measured
mean width WGB and volume fraction VGB of the

secondary slip region are listed in Table 3. It
implied that the width WGB and volume fraction
VGB of the GBAZ increased and the interaction of

primary slip with the secondary slip became more
serious with increasing strain amplitude. In general,
the macroscopic strain compatibility conditions at a

GB plane can be ful®lled if the total number of
independently operating slip systems in both neigh-
boring crystals is four [1, 23]. However, it is interest-
ing to note that the total number of activating slip

systems is only three beside the GB in the present
really bicrystal RB.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Orientation factors of copper bicrystal and
columnar crystal

The Schmid factor O is widely used to calculate
the resolved shear stress of single crystals from the
imposed axial stress. For polycrystals, the Taylor

factor (M = 3.06) or the Sachs factor (M = 2.24)
are often employed [24±28]. However, the orien-
tation factor of a bicrystal has seldom been dis-

cussed. Hu et al. [29, 30] selected the mean value of
Schmid factors of two component grains to illus-
trate the CSSCs of copper bicrystals. But the crys-

tallographic basis for this selection is not clear.
For a bicrystal specimen with two individual

grains G1 and G2 combined in parallel, as shown
in Figs 1(c) and 7, the two component crystals will

deform independently owing to the absence of a
GB. As the bicrystal specimen CB was cyclically
saturated, according to the force balance

PCB
as � PG1

as � PG2
as �3�

and

sCBas ACB � sG1
as AG1 � sG2

as AG2 �4�
where PCB

as , P
G1
as and PG2

as are the loads applied to
the cyclically saturated combined bicrystal CB and
the component crystals (G1,G2); sCBas , s

G1
as and sG2

as

are the mean axial saturation stresses applied to the

bicrystal CB and the component crystals (G1,G2);
OB, OG1, OG2 are the orientation factors of the
bicrystal CB and the component crystals (G1,G2);

ACB, AG1 and AG2 are the areas of the bicrystal CB
and the component crystals (G1,G2); substituting
the saturation resolved shear stresses (tG1

as , t
G2
as and

tCBas ) and Schmid factors (OG1, OG2 and OB) of two
component crystals and the combined bicrystal CB

gives

tCBas
OB

ACB � tG1
as

OG1
AG1 � tG2

as

OG2
AG2: �5�

It is well known that the saturation resolved shear
stress tPSBas of the single copper crystal oriented for
single slip maintained a constant value in the range

of 28±30 MPa in region B of its CSSC and was
independent of crystal orientations [19]. Hence

tCBas � tG1
as � tG2

as � tPSBas : �6�
Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) gives

1

OB
� VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2
: �7�

Thus, the orientation factor OB of the bicrystal can
be described as

OB �
�
VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2

�ÿ1
�8�

where VG1 and VG2 are volume fractions of G1 and

G2 in the bicrystal, respectively. It is known that
VG1=VG2=0.5, and OG1=0.35, OG2=0.47.
Substituting the values of VG1, VG2, OG1 and OG2

into equation (8), gives OB=0.40. Similarly, for the
columnar crystal with some low-angle GBs parallel
to the stress axis, its orientation factor can be

expressed as

OM �
�
VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2
� � � � � VGn

OGn

�ÿ1
: �9�

For the present copper columnar crystal, its orien-

tation factor should be approximately equal to the
Schmid factor of the �123� orientation owing to the
small misorientation among the adjacent grains, i.e.

OM � OG1 � OG2 � � � � � OGn � O�123� � 0:467:

�10�
Essentially, the orientation factors (OB,OM) of the

bicrystal and the columnar crystal can be regarded
as a geometrical transformation factor, by which
the saturation resolved shear stresses along the pri-

mary slip direction of the copper bicrystal and the
columnar crystal can be calculated.

4.2. Comparison of CSSCs in copper bicrystals

In order to have a better understanding of the

e�ect of GBs on cyclic deformation behavior, the
CSSCs of the copper bicrystals CB and RB as well
as �135�=�135�, �135�=�235� and �235�=�235� copper

Table 3. The width and volume fraction of grain boundary a�ected zone (GBAZ)

Strain amplitude 0.1% 0.15% 0.2% 0.25% 0.3%

DGB (mm) 265 360 440 540 650
VGB (%) 4.4 6.0 7.3 9.0 10.5
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bicrystals [29, 30] are shown in Fig. 8. For compari-

son, the saturation resolved shear stresses were cal-

culated by using the orientation factor OB of the

bicrystal. It can be seen that nearly all the CSSCs

show a plateau region except the bicrystal RB. But

the plateau saturation resolved shear stresses are

quite di�erent. For the �135�=�135� bicrystal [29] and
the bicrystal CB, their plateau saturation resolved

shear stresses are nearly the same, namely 29±

30 MPa, and hence basically equal to that (28±

30 MPa) of copper single crystals [18±20]. It is indi-

cated that the strengthening e�ect of the GB in the

co-axial �135�=�135� bicrystal can be negligible. For

the �135�=�235� and �235�=�235� copper bicrystals [30],
their plateau resolved shear stresses (about 32.5 and

36 MPa) are di�erent and higher than that (28±

30 MPa) of copper single crystals. It implies that

the strengthening e�ect of a GB can be increased

by changing the combination of component crystals

and GB properties. However, the saturation

resolved shear stress of the bicrystal RB is always

higher than that (29±30 MPa) of the bicrystal CB
and increased with increasing strain amplitude with-
out showing a plateau region. It can be attributed

to the e�ect of the GBAZ produced by a GB and
will be explained as follows.

4.3. E�ect of large-angle GB on cyclic saturation
stress

The e�ect of large-angle GB on the ¯ow stresses
was extensively discussed for bicrystals with GBs

parallel to the stress axis [1±6, 10±14]. Chuang and
Margolin [10] have given a stress relation for iso-
axial b-brass bicrystals as

sT � sB � VGB�sGB ÿ sB� �11�
where sGB was de®ned as the average stress in
GBAZ. It can be determined from the applied stress

sT, the ¯ow stress sB of a single crystal and the
volume fraction VGB in GBAZ. The increase in
¯ow stress of the bicrystal is attributed to the exist-
ence of GBAZ. Mirura and Saeki [3], and Mirura

Fig. 6. Caption opposite.
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et al. [4] also found that the ¯ow stresses of bicrys-

tals were increased by the presence of S7 and S21
coincidence GBs.

As shown in Fig. 6(a)±(d), there is a GBAZ in

the really grown bicrystal RB subjected to cyclic de-

formation. However, there is no such GBAZ in the

combined bicrystal CB. Apparently, the di�erence

in saturation stresses between the bicrystal CB and

RB can be attributed to the higher mean stress in

the GBAZ. As the bicrystals (CB and RB) were

cyclically saturated, their axial saturation stresses

[see Fig. 9(a) and (b)] will have a relation similar to

equation (11), i.e.

sRB
as � sCBas � VGB�sGB

as ÿ sCBas � �12�
and

sCBas � sG1
as VG1 � sG2

as VG2 �13�

where sG1
as , s

G2
as , s

CB
as , s

RB
as , s

GB
as are the axial satur-

ation stresses in the component crystals (G1,G2),

the bicrystals (CB,RB) and in the GBAZ, respect-

ively; VG1, VG2, VGB are the volume fractions of

the component crystals (G1,G2), and GBAZ. As

listed in Table 2, the di�erence in axial saturation

stresses between the bicrystal CB and RB can be

simply calculated by the following relation:

DsBas � sRB
as ÿ sCBas : �14�

If DsGB
as is attributed to the higher mean stress sGB

as

in the GBAZ, by combining equations (12)±(14),

sGB
as in the GBAZ can be expressed as

sGB
as �

sRB
as ÿ sCBas
VGB

� sCBas �
DsBas
VGB
� sCBas : �15�

The calculated results of DsBas and sGB
as at di�erent

strain amplitudes are listed in Table 4. It can be

Fig. 6. Slip patterns in the vicinity of GBs in the really grown bicrystal: (a) ea=1� 10ÿ3; (b)
ea=1.5� 10ÿ3; (c) ea=2.5� 10ÿ3; (d) ea=3� 10ÿ3.

Table 4. The stresses in the GBAZ

Strain amplitude 0.1% 0.15% 0.2% 0.25% 0.3%

DsBas (MPa) 4.9 6.2 7.3 8.7 9.8
sGB
as (MPa) 184.6 177.3 174.1 171.5 168.5

DtBas (MPa) 1.96 2.48 2.92 3.48 3.92
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seen that the mean stress sGB
as in the GBAZ is much

higher than the mean stresses (sCBas ,s
RB
as ) of the com-

bined bicrystal CB and the really bicrystal RB, and

decreases with increasing strain amplitude. It is gen-

erally recognized that the stress sGB
as in the GBAZ is

not a constant value and decreases apart from

GB [10, 12]. Actually, the mean stress sGB
as in the

GBAZ can be expressed more precisely as

sGB
as � sCBas �

�VGB

0

DsBas�V � dV
VGB

�16�

where DsBas�V � is a function of the position and

decreases apart from the GB, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Thus, it may be responsible for the reduction of the

higher mean stress sGB
as in the GBAZ.

From the viewpoint of plastic strain localization,

the cyclic plastic strain of the bicrystal is carried by

PSBs within the component crystals G1 and G2

according to the two-phase model [21, 22]. As

shown in Fig. 10(a) and by using equations (1) and

(6), the saturation resolved shear stress of the

bicrystal CB can be described as

tCBas � tPSBas � sCBas

�
VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2

�ÿ1
: �17�

When PSBs meet a GB, an additional shear stress

should be applied to PSBs due to the constraint of

GB, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Consequently, the

bicrystal RB would have a higher saturation stress

than the bicrystal CB owing to the e�ect of GB.

The saturation resolved shear stress tRB
as of the

bicrystal RB can be calculated from equation (2) as

tRB
as � sRB

as

�
VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2

�ÿ1
: �18�

Combining equations (17) and (18), the additional

GB resistance DtBas to PSBs can be introduced as

Fig. 7. Diagrammatic sketch of stress distribution in a
combined bicrystal CB.

Fig. 8. CSSCs of the bicrystal RB and CB as well as the
�135�==�135�, �135�==�235� and �235�==�235� copper bicrys-

tals.

Fig. 9. Diagrammatic sketch of axial saturation stress distribution in the combined bicrystal CB and
the really grown bicrystal RB: (a) the combined bicrystal CB; (b) the really grown bicrystal RB.
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DtBas � tRB
as ÿ tPSBas � �sRB

as ÿ sCBas �
�
VG1

OG1
� VG2

OG2

�ÿ1
:

�19�
The calculated additional GB resistances DtBas at
di�erent strain amplitudes are listed in Table 4. It
can be seen that the additional GB resistance DtBas
also increases with increasing strain amplitude. For
the analysis and calculations above, it seems that
the existence of a GBAZ with a higher stress may

be responsible for the increase of the cyclic satur-
ation stress and the disappearance of the plateau
region in the CSSC of the really grown bicrystal
RB.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Cyclic deformation behavior of the copper

columnar crystal containing low-angle GBs and the
copper bicrystals (CB,RB) was investigated and
compared with that of �135�==�135�, �135�==�235� and
�235�==�235� copper bicrystals. The following con-
clusions can be drawn.

1. The copper columnar crystal containing low-

angle GBs showed a plateau region with satur-
ation resolved shear stress of about 29.1±
29.5 MPa in its CSSC at plastic resolved shear

strain range from 6.5�10ÿ4 to 4.7�10ÿ3. With
the SEM-ECC technique, it was found that the
stress and strain in the vicinity of low-angle GBs

should be compatible. By combining its CSSC
with saturation dislocation arrangement, it was
suggested that the strengthening e�ect of low-
angle GBs is very limited.

2. The CSSC of the combined bicrystals CB exhib-

ited a plateau region with a saturation resolved
shear stress of about 29.4±30.0 MPa. However,
the cyclic saturation stress of the really grown
bicrystal RB was obviously higher than that of

the combined bicrystal CB and increased with
increasing strain amplitude without showing a
plateau region. The surface observations revealed

a GBAZ in the bicrystal RB and the width WGB

and volume fraction VGB of GBAZ increased
with increasing strain amplitude. By comparing

the cyclic saturation stresses between the copper
bicrystal CB and RB, a GB strengthening model
was proposed by introducing an orientation fac-
tor OB, the mean stress sGB

as in the GBAZ and an

additional GB resistance DtBas to PSBs.
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